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Despite several texts emerging regarding Chinese cinema in the past decade, few have sought to 
encapsulate the three decades of Chinese filmmaking since reform. Many texts are focused on the work of 
the new generation of filmmakers, controversial film or the documentary movement. This work looks at 
each period of Chinese cinema since reform- the styles, directors, their motivations and the influences 
rapid modernization has had on each. Ultimately this study looks at the effects of new China as seen in 
the cinema that has been produced. Through taking films from the different decades of Chinas new 
history and analyzing the films made, director’s stimuli and the historical climate of the time I hoped to 
understand the effects of rapid modernization on China and Chinas developing film industry. This study 
aims to access a better understanding of the development of a rapidly growing, popular film movement in 








究，力求对中国电影也有更深入的理解。        
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Introduction – A Concise View of Chinese Cinema 
Chinese cinema has three distinct threads: firstly the cinema of mainland China, secondly the 
cinema of Hong Kong and thirdly the cinema of Taiwan. In this article I will look mainly at the 
cinema of mainland China and use the films made within mainland China by Chinese directors. 
The periods in Chinese cinema that this article is concerned with are positioned between the 
early 1980s until the present day. During this period several labels have been attached to 
filmmakers and their texts as a way of identifying them stylistically and by epoch. Within the 
body of the text I will make reference to several styles of filmmaking and bestow to each a 
distinguishing tag- firstly stemming from the early 1980s to 1989 is the Fifth Generation, 
secondly from 1990 until the beginning of the new century is the Sixth Generation and lastly 
starting somewhere in the early 1990s and continuing until the present day is the Urban 
Generation. As you can see the times of the Sixth Generation and the Urban Generation converge 
and are analogous. In spite of this they are allotted separate categories due to their diverse range 
of directors, auteur interpretation, cinematic aesthetics and genres; not to mention their dissimilar 
motifs and premises. Included within the category of the Urban Generation lies several genres 
that, although originate in the same or a fairly comparable locality, are worthy of individual 
discussion.  
Film and the cinema have been present in China since 1886 and by the early 1900s had become 
one of the most popular activities. Today cinema going is still a popular pastime. Chinese cinema 
has come on in leaps-and-bounds over the past century and is now considered a recognized genre 
to be studied and formally analyzed. Chinese film stars, actors and directors can be identified all 
over the world and most people outside of China know and have viewed Chinese Language 
Cinema. This cinematic expansion may not appear to be a comparatively big achievement when 
compared to Chinas other expansions in the last few decades, yet it is; if images of China and 
Chinese current position are screened around the world for people in other countries to view en-
masse then surely Chinas success and growth are reflected in the images shown and the visual 
depictions given. 
Chinas Century 
The notion of the twenty-first century as ‘Chinas Century’ has become an increasingly popular 
mindset amongst the western media. In 2005 Newsweek made China the cover story of its May 
9th issue. Inside the magazine the article is filled with a profusion of bite-sized facts about China. 
However this is not the most notable part of this edition of the magazine; the most fascinating 
aspect of the article has to be the cover in which it is contained. On the cover are three images 
representing China: to the left hand side is the Great Wall of China, on the right is the Shanghai 















     Newsweek, July 4th 20051 
Zhang’s close up is the most dramatic and prominent. The symbolic meanings of the first two 
images mentioned are obvious, the great wall is representative of Chinas past- its long history 
and civilization and the Shanghai Television Tower is symbolic of Chinas present- its successful 
economic reforms and huge leap into the twenty-first century. The third image is no so easy to 
analyze or understand, its placement in the center of the front cover is at first puzzling and 
bizarre. The image of Zhang seems to bear no connection to the first two images; although her 
status as one of the better known Chinese actresses unequivocally links her to China. 
Zhang is known to audiences around the world for her roles in several blockbuster movies. From 
martial arts film Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000) to more art house cinema such as 
Wong Kar Wai’s 2046 (2005) and Rob Marshall’s Memoirs of a Geisha (2005). She is the 
quintessential Chinese woman and the face of twenty-first century Chinese cinema for many 
western audiences. Yet the question still remains as to why her image was chosen above all 
others to represent China in an article that’s main concern was China’s economic and political 
rise. So why was Zhang chosen? It seems the answer to this may lie in her in her international 
star status and presence in the west and her discernible youth and beauty. Zhang is a member of 
the post-Mao generation and therefore the future of China, she is successful at home and abroad, 
youthful, good looking and cosmopolitan – Newsweek uses this image of Zhang and the 
connected connotations surrounding it to epitomize the future of China which is in the hands of 
this post-Mao generation.  
To take this image into consideration for a moment, we can see that Zhang in this picture is 
overtly sexualized; she is wearing traditional cheongsam over a pair of tight fitting jeans, has a 
wide welcoming smile on her face and furthermore she has her hand on her cocked hip, looking 
straight into the camera in that certain Hollywood come hither way, her image here signifies a 
sizeable shift in the attitudes and values of contemporary Chinese society. Previously images like 
                                                            
















this would have been considered too risqué and an infringement to sociocultural standards. The 
development of consumerism has allowed such images to become acceptable and available. 
Although Zhang is sexualized, her image sells, especially within the culture of gaze. The idea of 
gaze and its link to consumerism, especially the development and reflection of is something I 
will address further in the body of my text.  
To return to my main point, through doing this Newsweek highlights the increasing visibility of 
Chinese cinema and shows how Chinas century is predominantly media based; with cinema 
being the core of the media. By highlighting Chinese cinema as one of the most crucial aspects 
of China’s rise, Newsweek draws attention to the increasing dominance of cinema as a mode of 
production and to the vast importance of visual interpretation. 
“If the cultural products and the states behavior are any indication of society, it is not 
exaggerated to suggest that post-Mao China is going through an undeclared “sexual 
liberalization” of sorts that no single set of moralities-Confucian, Maoist, or otherwise can 
contain”2 Rapid economic and social changes have also altered the nature of the relationships 
between the state and society; between the individual, the state and society; and between men 
and women.  
Zhong Xueping suggests that “In today’s china, in other words, the unleashed sexual desire is 
quickly being coded into the logic of a market economy and its production and consumption”3. 
So when we see the image of Zhang on Newsweek and her overtly sexualized youth and beauty 
we are being allowed to focus on her as a sexualized image that is fuelling the market due to its 
consumptive nature. Just as in the West “sex sells”.  
 
Categorizations for the ages 
There are several spanning terms in which critics use to identify contemporary China, such as the 
post-Mao/post-Deng era, the new era, the post-new era, and so on and so forth; but the term that 
is deemed as the least controversial and most straightforward is interestingly enough “economic 
reform-era”. Yet it is precisely what is assumed and never spelled clearly out in this term that 
makes today’s Chinese social context so complex. The term economic reform-era is an essential 
badge when discussing China and the economic reforms which has changed it, undoubtedly this 
is inexorable but how does this term relate to socialism and the qualification of socialist; the 
                                                            
2 Chow, Rey. Primitive Passions: Visuality, Sexuality, Ethnography and Contemporary Chinese Cinema. Columbia University Press: 
1995, p. 298 
















social changes and consequences brought about by the economic reforms, expressly when 
considering the gender and cultural politics informed by these developments in China.  
Just as labels are ascribed to identify contemporary China, spanning terms are also attached to 
Chinese cinema and filmmakers, such as Fifth Generation, Sixth Generation, Independent 
Cinema, Realist Cinema, National Cinema, Urban Realist Cinema, Documentary Film, and 
Urban Generation. The three I will be focusing on and which I consider to be the most important 
are the Fifth Generation, the Sixth Generation and the Urban Generation; I feel these three 
cinematic periods encapsulate all of the above and show the truest representations of Chinese 
Cinema 
The Fifth Generation of filmmakers were the first noteworthy directors to come out of China for 
decades. In the 1980s and early 1990s they garnered major international awards for their lavish 
historical melodramas and cultural allegories. These films established Chinese cinema as 
National Cinema, brought increased popularity in the West and created for Chinese cinema a 
place within film studies curriculums around the world. Most of the filmmakers who constitute 
the Fifth Generation are graduates of the Beijing Film Academy (mainly graduating in 1982); 
these graduates constituted the first group of filmmakers to graduate since the 1970s.  
The most famous of the Fifth Generation directors, Chen Kaige and Zhang Yimou, went on to 
produce celebrated works such as King of the Children (1987), Ju Dou (1989), Farewell My 
Concubine (1993) and Raise the Red Lantern (1991), which were not only acclaimed by Chinese 
cinema-goers but by the Western art-house audience. It was during this period that Chinese 
cinema began reaping the rewards of international attention, including the 1988 Golden Bear for 
Red Sorghum, the 1992 Golden Lion for The Story of Qiu Ju, the 1993 Palme d'Or for Farewell 
My Concubine, and three Best Foreign Language Film nominations from the Academy Awards. 
All these award-winning films starred actress Gong Li, who became the Fifth Generation's most 
recognizable star, especially to international audiences. 
The participation of the young Fifth Generation filmmakers in the festivals in the early 1990s 
have challenged that uniform perception of contemporary Chinese cinema by precisely opening 
up the time and space of “contemporaneity” of Chinese society and its coeval relation, and 
tension, with global currents.  
The Sixth Generation of filmmakers are located in the post-1990 era, directly after the 1989 
crisis. They began as part of an underground film movement, producing edgy amateur pieces 
outside of the state system.  Owing to the lack of state funding and backing, their films were shot 
quickly and cheaply, using materials such as 16mm film and digital video. The mostly non-
professional actors and actresses, extended long-takes, hand-held camera footage, diegetic 
sounds and minimal editing are akin to several iconoclastic new waves seen in European Cinema 















of the Sixth Generation are a world away from the often lush, elaborate and polished works of 
the Fifth Generation.  
Unlike the Fifth Generation, the Sixth Generation has a more anti-romantic world-view, diverse 
range of individualistic topics and pays much closer attention to contemporary Chinese urban life, 
especially with regards to those affected by disorientation, marginalization and dissatisfaction. 
The titles and subjects of many of the Sixth Generations work reflect their concerns. For example, 
Zhang Yuan’s Beijing Bastards takes youth subculture as its focus, featuring real artistes like Cui 
Jian, while Jia Zhangke's debut film Xiao Wu (1997) concerns itself with the life of a sidelined 
pickpocket. 
Many critics cite the film Dirt, directed by Guan Hu, as a film that is symptomatic of the Sixth 
Generation in their formative years. For Guan, Dirt was intended as a rebellious film that 
articulates a kind of nostalgia for the past with an indulgence in the future and a lingering sense 
of idealism andsentimentality unique to his generation of filmmakers, the Sixth Generation, who 
experienced moments of crisis in the post-socialist China of the 1990s.  
The cinematic realism of the 1990s carried on the modern Chinese legacy of critical realism, an 
aesthetic that was especially dominant in film and other arts of the 1930s. Marston Anderson has 
described the critical realist style of that time as seeking not necessarily “to promulgate a new 
ideological vision of the world” but rather “to explore the gap between a discredited worldview 
and the actual functioning of society”4 
Similarly, post-socialist realist cinema does not directly promulgate an oppositional ideology but 
rather indirectly critiques mainstream ideology by highlighting the hardships of ordinary people 
that are repressed both by officially sanctioned media representations and by mainstream 
entertainment cinema. This tactic of exposing rather than opposing rests upon the belief that 
social contradictions are apparent in everyday life but elided in representation. The post-socialist 
realist films of the 1990s are thus imbued with a faith that just going out in public with a camera 
and capturing the unvarnished street life around serves to unmask ideology while documenting 
the lifestyles and lives of contemporary China.  
This leads to the Urban Generation. The Urban Generation of filmmakers are characterized by 
their insistence on low-budget, documentary-like, realist narrative films and by their concern for 
showing displaced, urban groups and individuals within the urban landscape. While they seem to 
merge with the Sixth Generation in period and style their production methods, social engagement 
and aesthetic orientations have propelled them to create not just a new cinema anchored in the 
social and the now but also an alternative cinematic space. This is a space in which the 
                                                            

















conventional boundaries that separate fiction and documentary, video and celluloid and 
professional and amateur are challenged and transgressed. 
National Self-Consciousness and the Lu Xun Effect 
“Mr. Tseng’s anger came to a climax one night when Mulan and Sunya took Mannia and little 
Asuan to a moving-picture theatre…that was the first and last time Mannia ever saw a moving-
picture…for Mr. Tseng considered such pictures immoral”5 
Mr. Tseng takes his concubine to the moving-pictures but doesn’t allow his daughters, wife or 
even a widow to go, ““What!” shouted the father (Mr. Tseng) “Is a movie the kind of thing for a 
widow to see?”” Mr. Tseng’s main resistance to the motion-picture is that it extends the 
consciousness of the people watching it and allows them to see other worlds, Western worlds, 
which might influence the fragile minds of the viewer. The author of Moment in Peking 
descriptively details the contents of movies at this time and makes a comparison of them to 
typical Chinese opera. Lin Yutang talks about the generational reaction of the viewer, from 
grandmothers to scholars to well-raised young ladies, and the perspective they get from the 
images. Even though they are watching a silent movie they are still enthralled and fascinated. 
Film as a mode of communication is extremely efficient; regardless of the presence, or not, of the 
spoken work, the images and the visual content viewed still has a high, if not higher, impact.   
In 1886 film was first introduced into China, this is also roughly the time that Chinese people 
themselves began to make film. In the beginning the film market was dominated by foreign-
owned production companies; it wasn’t until a decade after its introduction to China that Chinese 
cinema really began. By 1905 film going had become a fashionable pastime, with many theatres 
struggling to meet the demand, especially in Shanghai which became the capital of Chinese 
cinema. Even during its modest beginnings film was being implemented as a tool of information 
and also a way to create shared consciousness amongst the people. One such occasion of 
consciousness being raised arising from this application was felt by Lu Xun.  
Lu Xun is perhaps one of the most notable modern Chinese writers and is considered by many to 
be the founder of modern Chinese literature, his account of how he came to be a writer begins in 
1905. Thru 1904-1906 Lu was a medical student in Japan, studying to become a doctor and with 
high hopes of returning to China to assist in national reform. One day after class his professor 
screened a film that changed his career path and strengthened his resolve for national reform. In 
his preface to Nahan (1923) the first collection of his short stories, Lu tells the story of why he 
gave up medical school: 
I do not know what advanced methods are now used to teach microbiology, but at 
that time lantern slides were used to show the microbes; and if the lecturer ended 
early, the instructor might show slides of natural scenery or news to fill up the time. 
                                                            















This was during the Russo-Japanese war, so there were many war films, and I had to 
join in the clapping and cheering in the lecture hall with the other students. It was a 
long time since I had seen any compatriots, but one day I saw a film showing some 
Chinese, one of whom was bound, while many others stood around him. They were 
all strong fellows but appeared completely apathetic. According to the commentary, 
the one with his hands bound was a spy working for the Russians, who was to have 
his head cut off by the Japanese military as a public demonstration, while the 
Chinese beside him had come to appreciate this spectacular event.6 
Having seen in a newsreel how his physically strong but mentally weak compatriots cheered the 
beheading of a Chinese man by a Japanese soldier; Lu allegedly changed his life’s ambition from 
becoming a doctor to becoming a writer, one could say he changed from wanting to cure the 
ailments of the body through medicine to wanting to save the nation with realist literature. Gary 
Xu states that “more importantly, this recalled experience marked the beginning of modern 
Chinese culture, which was founded on the obsession with China and on the anxiety over Chinas 
well-being.”7 
Retelling Lu Xun’s story as a tale of modernist shock is a good way to show how self-
consciousness is produced in developing countries. This self-consciousness is inextricably linked 
to the position of being a spectator. It seems that Lu discovered what it meant to be Chinese in 
the modern world through viewing the film; it also gave him the courage to want to change what 
he saw and improve upon these images.  National self-consciousness is thus not only a matter of 
watching representations of China on the screen but also of watching oneself- as a film, as a 
spectacle and as something being viewed; not only within the filmic world but outside of it. Film 
as a mode of communication is extremely efficient. Regardless of the spoken work, the images 
and the visual context we view has a much higher impact.  
the aggressively of the film medium signifies the immediacy and efficacy of a form 
of communication that is beyond words and beyond the linearity of verbal writing. 
Lu Xun’s story, placed at the crossroads of an ancient, world-centered cultures entry 
into the twentieth century, thus carries with it the foreboding of the soon to be 
realized, all-encompassing force of the visual image in modern and post-modern 
culture, when entire nations, histories and peoples are to be exposed, revealed, 
captured on the screen, made visual as images; when visuality is to become the blow 
of knowledge and the universal form of epistemological coercion.8 
                                                            
6Lu, Xun (author), Nadolny, Kevin John (editor). Capturing Chinese Short Stories from Lu Xun's Nahan: A guide to 
help students of Chinese read Chinese literature, learns Chinese history, and study Chinese characters, Capturing 
Chinese Publications, 1999, p. 4 
7Primitive Passions: Visuality, Sexuality, Ethnography and Contemporary Chinese Cinema, p. 53 
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